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 “A school in which science subjects and science methods should be the main instruments of education. 

To use science as an instrument for training the mind,”  E M Dixon, Headmaster 1878

I would like to highlight the appeal by Dave McLaren and 

his predecessor in the Money Spinner Draw, John Co-

chrane.  There is a decline in numbers taking up tickets 

on an annual basis.  It is a feature of our reducing num-

bers but the other side of that coin is that with reducing 

membership, your chance of a winning number coming 

up increases! !

Gregor Egan has produced some very interesting information on an 

early  Headmaster, E M Dixon, from research by John McGee which 

will be a source of some further very interesting articles.

Finally, the Annual Golf Outing is to be held on 7 September and I 

would like to point out that non-golfers are welcome to join the pro-

ceedings at 5.30pm for High Tea at a cost of £10.
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Ralph Cowan Gallery opens at City of Glasgow Colleg e

On Wednesday 19th April the 7th floor gallery space in the City of Glasgow College, 190 Ca-

thedral Street was named the Ralph Cowan Gallery.  This was in memory of our erstwhile Art Teacher 

and was instigated by Frank Docherty (AGS 1964-1960) who ‘blames’ Ralph for his becoming a pro-

fessional artist..

Alisdair Barron, the Chair of the Board of Management welcomed the assembly (15 represent-

atives of AGSC and many staff of the College) and invited David Cowan to speak about his father’s 

career.  This was followed by words and anecdotes from Frank Docherty.  Paul Little, Principal and 
Chief Executive Officer also had a few words to say  about the event and the ethos of the college.

Frank had brought an interesting exhibition of his own work that was complemented by a 
large original painting by Ralph which was donated to the college by Ian Dale.  We also had a dis-
play of Christmas card designs that Ralph had made over the years.  

Alasdair Barron and Paul Little with 
Diana and David Cowan

Frank Docherty with Alasdair Barron, Diana and 
David Cowan and other guests.

(The painting shown behind was done by Ralph.)

A Date for your Diary

Regular readers of the AGSC Newsletter will be familiar with the name John Kendrick Skinner VC who features in our list of Distin-
guished Old Boys.  I am proud to say that Jock, as he was known, was my great uncle i.e. my paternal grandfather’s brother.

On August 16th this year, a ceremony will be hosted by The Lord Provost of Glasgow to commemorate Jock’s achievements during 
WW I.  This is a UK Government initiative to recognise all those who were awarded the VC as a result of bravery during that conflict.  

The event, like all others throughout the UK, is being held on the 100th anniversary of the day of the act of bravery that led to Jock 
Skinner being awarded the Victoria Cross by King George V.
The main thrust of the ceremony will be the unveiling of a commemorative flagstone by the Lord Provost.  As well as family members, 
there will be representatives from The Lord Provost’s Office, The King’s Own Scottish Borderers Association, the current British Army 
and, of course, Allan Glen’s School Club.  Wreaths will be laid by the various bodies present (including AGSC) and in addition the fam-
ily has added several personalised features to the normal event organised by Glasgow City Council.
Following the official ceremony, there will be light refreshments served but due to numbers this will be restricted to official party mem-
bers only (including AGSC representatives).  
The event will be an open-air ceremony at the People’s Palace, Glasgow and all are very welcome to attend.  Full details are:

When:  Wednesday 16 th August 2017 commencing at 2.00pm.
Where:    People's Palace and Winter Gardens, Glasg ow Green, Glasgow, G40 1AT.
Who:       Anyone with an interest is most welcome to attend.   

We anticipate that over 30 family members spanning several generations will be in attendance, from as far afield as Australia, and I 
am sure that a good turnout of Allan Glen’s Former Pupils will be much appreciated by all.
Thank you for taking the time to read this and I look forward to welcoming as many of you as can make it on the day.  Should you have 
any questions please feel free to e-mail me on skinneralw@outlook.com
Alan Skinner (AGS 1959-64)

John Skinner VC
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Professor Gordon Waddell.  AGS 1954-1961

The photograph brought it all back. There he was –hardly changed in any way 
from his image as a school boy (AGS 1954) and as a medical student 1961-67.At 
school Gordon was already wearing glasses and was rather different from the oth-
er boys in the school or medical classes.. Unusually serious with an ability to fo-
cus down on particular problems. Eyes narrowing as he grasped and wrestled 
with a problem.  He brought to those problems an innovative, unusual  and gener-
ally controversial approach.. Rarely did he follow the herd.  Indeed ,through the 
prism of 50 years, it may well be that his firmly held views were declaimed partly 
to court controversy.  He was certainly and wholeheartedly, his own man. 

The glowing tribute in the Glasgow Herald testifies eloquently to the enduring effects of Gordon’s single mindedness 
and strength of purpose.
When I was a Junior Doctor, before I too suffered from chronic (occupational) back-pain, patients were investigated 
for a remedial cause for, for example, prolapsed disc or other pathologies and often underwent surgery.  In those 
days, the operations were not often successful since the loss of the disc material often caused other problems.  Pa-
tients without a demonstrable cause were advised to rest,  thereby weakening the supporting back muscles and of-
ten leading to a prolonged convalescence.
Gordon, in his 25 years in Orthopaedic Surgery culminating as Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery at Gartnaval Hospi-
tal,  changed all of that!.
Nowadays surgery is undertaken through keyhole incisions, with less damage to the disc and a much more rapid 
convalescence. Back pain without a demonstrable cause, is treated with graduated and selective exercises with little 
opportunity allowed for back muscles to weaken and thus delay recovery.  Such was his contribution that the obitu-
ary spoke of an “author, who became world-renowned in the field of back pain research” and was at the vanguard of 
the "back pain revolution", which transformed and hugely improved the way back-pain was treated worldwide”.

Professor Waddell’s diverse professional career included much writing on medical matters and his book, The Back 
Pain Revolution, is regarded internationally as a classic medical text. Similarly, The Back Book, an advice book for 
patients he co-authored, has been translated into more than 20 languages and has sold more than 4 million copies 
worldwide. 

Since 1992 Professor Waddell had held four honorary professorships which, uniquely, were in Scotland, England 
and Wales and across four different disciplines: orthopaedics, osteopathy, disability research and behavioural medi-
cine. 

His death on April 20 at the age of 74 brought high tributes from his peers 

Sir Michael Bond, former professor of psychological medicine at Glasgow University, also paid tribute to Professor 
Waddell's achievements, in particular to his work with Professor Chris Main, saying: “His name is amongst the greats 
in the world of the understanding and management of pain which he and Chris pioneered. Gordon’s drive and per-
sistence together with his focus on detail lay at the base of their success.” 

He was awarded the CBE in 2003 for services to social policy and disability. 

Gordon was born and brought up in Bishopbriggs and attended Allan Glen’s School  and was a member of the 
175th Scouts where he started his lifelong hobby of hillwalking. 

When an opportunity to acquire a derelict 250-year-old cottage in Glen Lochay near Killin arose in 1979, Gordon re-
stored the historic property with the same rigour and diligence he applied to career. The cottage, “Dalgirdy,” was a 
labour of love, which he rebuilt almost single-handedly, becoming a dab hand at dry-stane walling and plumbing as 
he refurbished the family home in the country. 

The cottage became a hub for Gordon’s many hillwalking expeditions, which led to his completion of all of Scotland’s 
282 Munros, a pursuit which intensified after his retirement in 2009, later also completing all the Corbets. 

Dalgirdy was also the central focus of Professor Waddell's most recent book, Highland Roots, a sprawling yet acces-
sible social history of Scotland, which gave him as much satisfaction as the medical texts that received worldwide 
acclaim. 

He requested that his ashes be scattered by the family on the hillside above the cottage, which, he said, would afford 
panaromic views of the valley below.

Gordon leaves Sandra a Wife of fifty years and is survived by three Daughters and seven Grandchildren. 

Ian Rodgers (AGS 1956-1961)
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Dear Allan,
   I was very disappointed about the lack of any STEM representatives at the AGM.
   I am all for a STEM type school being set up and for the name of Allan Glen's  to be in operation again.   

However I am totally against us paying for it on at least two counts :-
1.   The City Council should/would have to pay for the education of these pupils anyway.
2.   It doesn't seem right to me that the name should be treated as a commodity to be sold.   If such a 

school was set up and seen to be running satisfactorily then I am sure we would all be pleased to allow the name 
to be used.   Then we might be prepared to put up some money to enhance the experience for the pupils.

    At the moment the whole financial status of "Allan Glen's " seems to be obscure and complicated.   Sup-
posing someone does leave money to "Allan Glen's ", not realising the various separate  funds.   Where would that 
money go ?   Who would decide where it should go ?   If the person was a rugby player as a pupil and as an FP 
then perhaps it would seem sensible to steer the money towards Bishopbriggs.   If the will was made before the 
advent of the STEM affair wouldn't it be wrong to steer that money into STEM ?   To solve this kind of dilemma 
arising might it be a good idea to list all the funds with their purposes - perhaps in a Newsletter - to give them ALL 
the widest possible advertisement.

   I don't want to see the STEM appeal hi-jacking money which might go to the Scholarship Fund simply 
because the Scholarship Fund was set up and has been running very well long before STEM raised its head.

         Braidwood Rodger (AGS 1947-1953)

“There are some people who could sell sand to the A rabs and there are others who 

could not succeed in selling water in the desert.”

Several weeks ago I received a leaflet through the post bearing the bold title “Educate 

to Innovate ” which also bore the School’s badge . 

Since this is obviously a fund raising venture I am curious about the reasons why it did 

not have advanced publicity and a launch at one of the Club’s regular lunches. This would 

have allowed the proposers to convey their message and explain to members the merits of 

their proposal. Is there a special reason why the Club Newsletter has not carried any ad-

vanced information on this subject, or was it not provided?     

Gregor Egan (AGS 1952-1958)

Eds. Note.  You are correct in your assumption that this was not provided.

Dear Alan,
At the Club's A.G.M.held on 10th April the question of the STEM Initiative was the subject of considerable discus-
sion.
The meeting was at some disadvantage as the main protagonists for the initiative were not present to update the 
members on what progress, if any, had been made.
As the members were expressing their frustration quite forcibly at the lack of information I proposed that an Ex-
traordinary General Meeting be called to discuss this matter. 
My proposal was duly seconded and approved overwhelmingly. This was duly recorded in the minutes.
I was under the impression that an E.G.M. had to be held within 14days of being requested, although I may be 
incorrect with my timing and, here we are 2months after the A.G.M. and no further forward.
Please publish this letter in the next edition of the Newsletter in the hope that we may hear about an E.G.M. soon.
Yours sincerely,    Norrie Kilpatrick. (AGS 1941–1946)

    STEM

News and correspondence
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I was greatly entertained by Iain Cummings description of the fall of the blast wall in the lower playground during our lunch break. I was 

a witness to that event and, being in the same year as Iain still a small boy, was somewhat astonished that the 'big boys' got away with 

this 'outrage' as it has to be called. I can still remember the sight of the demolition team sitting on the roof of the air raid shelter and 

heaving on that lamp standard. Quite an introduction to the concept of enterprise for an impressionable schoolboy like me. Mr McKim-

mie I think was one of those gentlemen who knew when to act and when to just look the other way. If it were to happen today there 

would be a fearful fuss.

Like Iain I was scholarship boy (one of the famous 1944 Mosspark Ten) but I was luckier, in that I collared one of the fifteen places in the 

second bursary examination and thus ensured that I stayed on till the sixth form. My parents could not have afforded to pay even the 

small fees, had I failed. I well remember the 'mock election' too (I think I was one of the four Anarchists - Willie Mitchell and Ian Scarlett 

made up the rest of the group) and that banner we made to hang across the balcony. That was the only occasion I had face time with Mr 

McKimmie who insisted we remove it.

And those nick names! 'Dangleberry' Sutherland taught me Maths (really well - I never had problems with it after his tuition). 'Soapy' 

Somerville endued in me a lasting love of English literature in the sixth form. There were some really great teachers on the staff, but my 

greatest debt is to George Summerfeld who taught me engineering on a one to one basis in my sixth year. I don't think he ever had a 

nickname. I went on to a First in Mechanical Engineering from what is now Strathclyde University.

I know it is not PC to indicate any support for selective education these days, but without it where might I have ended up? I might have 

made it to University from a Senior Secondary, but Allan Glen's set me securely on a course to a far better career than anyone in my fam-

ily had ever expected.         Alistair Wright  (1944-1950)

Memorial Service – Private James Mackie

John McGee attended a memorial service at Glasgow University Chapel on Monday 17 April 2017 on behalf of Allan Glen’s School 
Club to commemorate Private James Mackie. John read out a short eulogy for James Mackie to the assembled attendees and 
placed a poppy cross in the WW1 memorial garden. The event was also attended by Anne Cameron, archivist at Strathclyde Uni-
versity. James Mackie was born in 1889 the son of Thomas and Maggie Mackie of 13 Leslie Street, Pollokshields, Glasgow. James 
Mackie had been an Allan Glen’s Old Boy, having gone to the old school in 1902. He went on to study in Divinity at Glasgow Uni-
versity, first attaining his MA and then gaining his Bachelor of Divinity. James had not long taken his first charge as an assistant 
minister during WW1 when he enlisted in the Scottish Horse Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance attached to the 1/4th Royal Scots 
Fusiliers. He later transferred to the Royal Army Medical Corps and in 1917 he sailed for the Middle East. Private 311061 James 
Mackie, 27, was killed in action on 17 April 1917 at Gaza in Palestine. He is buried in grave VII.G.II in the Gaza War Cemetery. 

The reason why “Jumbo” Steel had the sign in his of fice that Greek will not be taught in Allan Glen’s

Ian Hogarth has frequently regaled us with his entertaining stories at our lunches of the school in the years long before most of 
us even knew the school existed.  On a few occasions he mentioned the sign in Dr Steel’s office stating that Greek will not be taught at 
Allan Glen’s.  However he was unable to tell us why.

The following excerpt from the 100 year history of the school gives the explanation.
His hands were further strengthened by the scheme drawn up by the Educational Endowments Commissioners in 1886 and fre-

in the school shall include Reading, Writing, Arithmetic; Geography and History; English Grammar, Composition and Literature; Latin, 
French and German; Mathematics; Freehand, Geometrical, Mechanical and Architectural Drawing; the Elements of Mechanics, Physics 

the school. The classes in Mechanics, Physics and Chemistry shall in all cases be associated with sufficient experimental demonstration 
and practical teaching, and the Governors shall provide proper Laboratory accommodation for the purpose.                         Gregor Egan

It’s All In the Genes

Avid readers of the newsletter may remember John McGee’s article on the ancestry of our founder Allan Glen , which traced his roots 
back to Cowglen Farm in the 17th century. More about this can also be found on the website. Allan Glen  died in 1850 whilst convalescing 
in Gourock. 
As far is known Allan Glen  never married and almost certainly never had any children, so it came as a bit of a surprise when Sandy How-
ie was contacted by a gentleman, a Glasgow High boy no less, stating that according to family legend, his family were descended from 
the Glen  line. He also stated that he owned memorabilia dating back to the time of Allan Glen . This was indeed a fascinating new line of 
enquiry and, if true, would mean that the Glen  genes were still going strong in the 21st century. John McGee agreed to conduct research 
into the ancestry of Lindsay Keir and although he knew Lindsay was born during WW2, initially John had a job finding the birth registra-
tion. 
The problem was resolved when it turned out that Lindsay was actually born Allan Glen  Lindsay Keir! Lindsay’s father was Allan Glen  
Maxwell Keir, a bank accountant, and further research showed that Lindsay’s great-grandfather was Allan Glen Maxwell, a master joiner 
like Allan Glen  before him. Allan Glen  Maxwell was the son of William Maxwell, a business associate of Allan Glen , and Marion Smith, 
who was actually Allan Glen ’s niece. In fact, Allan Glen  stood witness at the baptism of Allan Glen  Maxwell in June 1832 in Glasgow. 
Marion Smith was the daughter of John Smith, another business associate of Allan Glen , and his wife Jean Glen. Jean Glen was Allan 
Glen ’s sister, thus sharing the same genes through their parents George Glen, of Cowglen, and Marion Mitchell. 
This shows that Lindsay Keir is indeed a direct descendant of the Glen lineage , which adds a new dimension to the ongoing history of 
our venerable old club.

News and correspondence (contd)
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This impromptu ‘ladies’ lunch had the usual between-course pauses filled with 

entertainment from our our indigenous thespians - aka Ross Ballantyne, Ronnie Wright, 

Glen Miller and, of course the star of the show David Tanner.

Ronnie gave the foollowing introduction to the proceedings:-  

“Today’s lunch is dedicated to the memory of Morris Blythman who taught 

French in Allan Glen's School during the 1950's.  He was born in Fife on 25 September 

1919 and died in 1981.  He was known ordinarily as Morris (Spelt M-o-r-r-i-s), that being 

his mother‘s maide nname.  He found it amusing that because of the way he spelled it. 

Lonnie Donegan thought he was Jewish and invariably addressed him as Moshe. The 

other name he used for poetry and song was Thurso Berwick, primarily because he 

wanted a name that would have some significance for the whole of Scotland.  The sing-

er-songwriter- poet. folklorist and collector Hamish Henderson is rightly seen as “the fa-

ther of the folk revival‘ in Scotland, but his often overlooked contemporary Morris 

Blythman was in many ways the powerhouse behind it.  It would also be safe to say that 

without Morris Blythman’s determined influence the folk revival would not have spread 

beyond folk clubs on to the streets of Scotland and have the cultural impact it did.  

Through the Allan Glen’s Ballad and Blues Club which he set up at the school, arguably 

the first “folk club" in Scotland, and the house ceilidhs he hosted with his wife Marion on 

the Balgrayhill in Springburn, Morris helped to bring to the fore folk singers such as Ian 

Wade, Andy Hunter, Ewan Mcvicar, Ray and Archie Fisher, Robin Hall, Hamish lmlach, 

Jimmie MacGregor and our own Compere/Entertainer this afternoon David Tanner.  

Don’t know what happened to me.. I was at these parties too!   l would like to add that 

many celebrity guests such as Lonnie Donegan and Johnny Duncan of The Blue Grass 

Boys would visit the Balgrayhill following their performances at the Empire Theatre. 

These Guys all just loved Springburn."Through these vastly enjoyable, and always 

crowded, house parties, Morris with his famous Blythman persuasion, won us all away 

from the commercial music of the time. and introduced us to the traditions of our own 

country. It's no exaggeration to say Scottish music would not be the same without the 

influence he exerted. His work lives and continues to change and grow.”After the Stone 

of Destiny was repatriated by four Scottish students who “burgled” Westrninster Abbey 

on Christmas Day 1950. Morris Blythman produced a best-selling booklet ‘Sangs o’ the 

Stane’. l now attempt, courtesy of my old French teacher, to sing for you the best known 

song from that booklet.”

Ballads and Blues Lunch Wednesday 
23 May 2017

Attached below are facts and figures in 
respect of recent draws.  As you can see, 
in common with other statistics connect-
ed with Allan Glen’s School Club we 
are facing a declining return.  Excess 
monies from the draw goes in the form of 
a £200 payment on alternating years to 
the Allan Glen’s Sports Club and the 
Allan Glen’s endowment Scholarship 
Trust.  Each of which are hugely com-
mendable and duly appreciative.  In or-
der to be able continue these annual 
donations, we need to encourage more 
contributions to the Money Spinner Draw.

187 tickets sold @ £5

49 ticket holders ranging from 1 ticket to 
12 tickets

4 ticket holders are not members of AG-
SC

Winners

Annual Dinner – Braidwood Rodger

Dec – James Hannah

Jan – Ian Rogers

Feb – George Littlewood

Mar – Donald Lindsay

Apr – Gordon Graham

May – Jack McGuinness

Annual Dinner Prize - £200

Monthly draw Prize - £50

No draw during July and Aug. 

Total payout - £700

This year’s income - £935

Numbers of tickets sold over last 5  
years.

2012 – 230

2013 – 235

2014 – 211

2015 – 207

2016 - 187

Money Spinner Draw 
Facts and Figures

Note from Brian McAllister :

The Golf Outing will take place at Pollok Golf Club on 

Thursday 7th Sept. Cost will be £30 including High Tea.           

Tee reserved from 2.00 pm.

Please contact Brian at brian@fizin.com or 0141 638 1481 if you have not already 

done so.
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Many of the former pupils of Allan Glen’s School are justifiably proud of its reputation as “The High School of Science”. How did 

it come to earn such a reputation? Allan Glen envisaged a charity school which would provide a technical education for the children of 

tradesmen and this was achieved in the early years between 1853 and 1872. The passing of the Education (Scotland) Act in 1872 meant 

that many of the charity schools were subsumed into a national education system. Meanwhile we must tacitly understand that the Gover-

nors of Allan Glen’s had, for whatever reason, (possibly the technical bias) decided that our school should not be taken over by the 

school boards. The Deed of Record and Constitution processed by the Trustees of Allan Glen’s, in November 1872 set out the plans to 

create a new building and increase the school from its (then) current 70 pupils to 150 pupils. Application was made which resulted in the 

Allan Glen’s Institution Act of 1876 which saw the Board of Governors increased to fifteen. The Governors were also given the power to 

admit boys on the payment of fees while providing free education and clothing for those whose circumstances were less fortunate. !876 

also saw the appointment of Professor George Gilbert Ramsay (Humanity at Glasgow University) as one of the Governors. Most of us will 

remember that apart from donating the Ramsay Cup for athletics he is also credited with the creation of the school motto Cum Scientia 

Humanitas . However, he is also reputed to be the man who engaged Edward Maxwell Dixon as the headmaster to succeed John Meikle-

ham. Ramsey and Dixon would be well known to each other through their active roles in the Philosophical Society so it is reasonable to 

assume that in 1878 when a replacement headmaster was required, Professor Ramsay knew of and was sufficiently impressed by Mr 

Dixon’s abilities (biased towards science) to select him for that role. From that point onward the reputation of the school continued to be in 

safe hands but a new direction beckoned. The High School of Science  was born.

At this point you may wonder what is special about that. In 1878 the idea of teaching science subjects in the first 3 years of sec-

ondary education was a revolutionary notion. The idea that “science should be the engine of a liberal education” was an anathema to the 

thinking at that time. It was also a turning point for the school from being a technical school to a school with a new emphasis on science 

moderate, and the original endowment provided only about £850 a year, a sum which became much reduced when later the cost of a 

necessary extension of the building had to be paid off. The school, being an independent foundation not under the control of the School 

Board, could not receive support from the education rate of the city. Where then was the money to come from to provide for the salaries 

of the additional teachers required for the increasing numbers of pupils, for the upkeep of the building, and the essential equipment of its 

regular milch cow for the school. This was the Science and Art Department in South Kensington*, which paid to recognised Science 

Schools throughout the country grants based upon the individual passes in the various subjects of the curriculum. Allan Glen’s was not 

ised, the pupils earned £58 in grants; by 1886 the grant had increased to £1,107. Ten years later, under J. G. Kerr, Science and Art 

grants amounted to £2,352. There were also the much coveted Queen’s Prizes for outstanding merit in the advanced subjects of the ex-

aminations, and National Scholarships tenable either at the Royal College of Science, London, or at Dublin. We should not assume that 

because Mr Dixon had successfully tapped into this independent source of revenue that, from then on everything was plain sailing. Read-

ing the correspondence between Mr Dixon and Professor Ramsey it is apparent that there was an attempt at interference from the School 

Board which Dixon resented. The Trustees were not always as supportive as they should be resulting in letters to Professor Ramsay ex-

pressing frustration at a delay of 5 years in one instance to meet the requirements of the South Kensington Science and Art’s Science 

Directory. Professor Ramsay seems to have been extremely adept in keeping things on track and bending the Trustees to Mr Dixon’s will.

In conclusion there can be no doubt that without the expertise of Edward Maxwell Dixon, Allan Glen’s School would never have 

succeeded in transforming itself into the High School of Science. It is equally certain that without the vision and support of Professor 

George Gilbert Ramsay, Mr Dixon’s task would have been impossible. Allan Glen and the School owe these two pioneers an incredible 

debt of gratitude and it is regrettable that in the age of the long knives we were unable to find their equivalent to save Allan Glen’s School. 

* The Science and Art Department based in South Kensington was created as a subdivision of the Board of Trade in 1853, and 

operated until 1899.

John McGee has already employed his skill in genealogical research to try and track down living relatives of the Allan Glen line 

but what of the descendants of Professor Ramsey and Edward Maxwell Dixon? Are there any? And, if so who are they and where are 

they now?             Gregor Egan

The future does not happen by accident! People make  the future happen.

Professor George Gilbert Ramsay and Edward Maxwell Dixon create The High School of Science
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Year 2017.   Order Form 
Please Complete and send to 

 Tom Bell,  30 Campbell Drive, Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 4NE 
Tel 0141 942 6579             e-mail tom.d.bell@ntlworld.com 

Item Description Price Qty Total £ 
1 School Club Tie with crests  £10   UK Post £1.00   
2 150th Anniversary Tie – single Crest  £10   UK Post £1.00   
3 Bow tie – Club Pattern  £10   UK Post £1.00   
4 Bow Tie Anniversary colours  £10   UK Post £1.00   
5 Balmoral Pure Lambswool Jersey with embroidered 

Anniversary Crest Dark Blue –sizes available M (38/40”) 
£25   UK Post £3.40   

6 Balmoral Pure Lambswool Jersey with embroidered 
School Crest Light Blue –sizes available  M (38/40”)  

£40   UK Post £3.40   

7 Balmoral Pure Lambswool Jersey with embroidered 
School Crest Navy Blue –sizes available M (38/40”)   

£40   UK Post £3.40   

8 Balmoral Cotton and Polyester Polo shirt with 
embroidered Anniversary Crest in Light  Blue size 
M(36”),  L(38/40”)  

£10   UK Post  £3.40   

9 Balmoral Cotton and Polyester Polo shirt with 
embroidered Anniversary Crest in Dark Blue  L(38/40”) 

£10   UK Post  £3.40   

10 Papini Pique Cotton and polyester Polo Shirt with 
embroidered school crest.   Light Blue  
Sizes  XL(42/44”) XXL(46/48”) 

£15   UK Post  £3.40   

  11 Papini Pique Cotton and polyester Polo Shirt with 
embroidered school crest.    Navy Blue  
 Sizes  L(38/40”) M(36”)  XXL(46-48”) 

£15   UK Post  £3.40   

  12 Papini Pique Elite Cotton and polyester Polo Shirt with 
embroidered school crest .   Light Blue with Navy    
Sizes  M(36”) L(38/40”) XL(42/44”) XXL(46-48”) 

£17   UK Post  £3.40   

13 Russell Cotton Polyester Sweatshirt, Crew Neck, Raglan 
Sleeve in LIght Blue, with embroidered School Crest 
L(40/42”) XL(42/44”) XXL(44/46”)   
Also Navy XL(42/44”) XXL(44/46”) 

      £18   UK Post  ££3.40   

14 Lapel Badge – School Crest        £4   UK Post  £0.90   
15 Cuff Links – bar type in box – School Crest       £12  UK Post £3.00   
16 Tie Pin – School Crest        £6   UK Post  £0.90   
17 Lapel Badge – House Badge – choose B G P or R       £4   UK Post  £0.90   
18 Cuff Links – bar type in box –House     B G P or R       £12  UK Post £3.00   
19 Tie Pin – House Badge           – choose B G P or R       £6   UK Post  £0.90   
20 150th Anniversary Book        £5  UK Post £1.70   
21 New Balmoral 50% wool/acrylic crew neck jersey with 

School Crest. Long sleeve, navy blue. Sizes XL(46/48”) 
 
    £32  UK Post £3.40 

  

22 New Balmoral 50% wool/acrylic V- neck jersey with 
School Crest. Long sleeve, light blue  Sizes 42” 44” 46” 
Also in Navy 46” 

    £32  UK Post £3.40   

23 New AGSC crest subtly imprinted on Titleist Velocity 
golf ball.  (powered explosive distance and precision 
almost guaranteed) 

     £9 per pack of 3 
            UK Post £3.00 

  

Total £  
Postage for multiple items – please contact me for amount required. 

 
Your Name and Address and Phone no please:-                        …………………………………………… 

                                                                                  ……………………………………………   
Tel.…………………………………………….                                                                       
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Please Choose your item from the illustrations and complete the order form
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